
The children were busy during outdoor play this morning, from running around 

the yard, climbing on the play grounds and the obstacle course. In the sandpit 

Yoonu and Azalea used the shovels and rakes. Yoonu selected one of the small 

shovels and used it to fill the bucket up with sand while Azalea used the rake to 

rake up the Sand. Olivia, Spencer and Mikayla enjoyed playing on the smaller 

playground. Climbing up the tree stumps the reached the platform before taking 

turns sliding down the slide. Spencer showed the girls how he likes sliding down 

on his stomach. Keaston demonstrated his gross motor skills and balance as he 

climbed over the obstacle course.  



We continued making art this morning by using glue and wrapping paper. Everyone 

decided to make a wrapping paper collage this morning.  

Once the children had put enough glue on their page the looked through the tray at 

the different coloured wrapping paper. Once they decided what they wanted to work 

with the grasped a few pieces between their fingers before spreading them out across 

their paper. Some of the children chose to use a small amount of wrapping paper 

while others decided they were going to use each of the different colours and try to 

cover their paper. While working on their collages the children are strengthening their 

fine motor skills while also working to express their creativity and to explore their cre-

ative thinking.  



Miss Briohny put a bucket on the table this morning full of different loose parts, from 

straws to sponge pieces and small cotton reels. This activity allows the children to work 

with the small parts in any way they can imagine as there is not set design. While working 

with the materials Olivia selected to work with the sponges, selecting one at a time she 

pretended to wipe the table before stacking them ontop of each other. Marwin created a 

sandwich using the different coloured sponges. While Spencer and Nathaniel worked to 

stack the small coloured blocks and cotton reels on top of each other to create different 

towers. Olivia also selected one of the tubes and used it as a trumpet. The children en-

joyed exploring through the different materials and being able to express their creativity 

in a variety of ways.  



Miss Meg came back today to take a yoga session with our little 

Stingrays.  

To start our yoga session the children sat together on the mat 

with Miss Meg and they sang their welcoming song. The children 

love starting with this song as they get to hum before they finish. 

Next they move onto their sun song where they have to stretch 

up high. The children then did some relaxation as they all laid on 

the mat together. Then in was into their marching song before 

finishing the session with a story about a mouse.  



The children explored their self-identity today as they looked at 

their reflections in the mirrored stacking stones. They also showed 

the mirrors to their friends, so that they could see their reflections 

in the mirrors as well. Some of the other children demonstrated 

their construction skills as they were able to stack the stones one 

on top of the other until they created a tower. While stacking the 

blocks they had to use their problem solving skills to discover how 

to keep each of the stones stacked with our falling over.  

Miss Alaura, Spencer and Keaston sat together at the book area reading some of 

the stories this morning. Keaston also joined Yoonu in enjoying some solitary 

reading time. In the cubby Azalea and Mikayla played together as they looked 

after the little babies. Using the cushions they laid the babies down and pretend-

ed to put them to sleep. On the mat the children chose to have the Lego’s out. 

Reaching into the bucket they enjoyed making a lot of noise by mixing the blocks 

together. Mr Owen also brought in some linking people for the children to play 

with today. Looking at the people the children used their recognition skills to 

identify the images on their shirts as well as identifying who the people resem-

ble.  







Stringray 
Staff Name Briohny Taylor Alaura 

Shift 9.15-5.30 8.00-4.15 8.00-4.00 

Date 19.05.2021 Rest Pause 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 

Day Wednesday Lunch 1.30-2.15 12.40-1.25 12.10-12.40 
CHILD'S NAME Morning tea Lunch Afternoon Tea Rest Time Bottle  

MIKAYLA MOST ALL MOST 11.45-12.30 ALL 

AZALEA ALL ALL MOST 11.45- 1.25   

OLIVIA MOST ALL MOST RESTED   

VIOLET ALL ALL MOST 11.50-12.10   

HANSON ALL OFFERED MOST 11.45-12.10   

SPENCER ALL ALL MOST 11.35-12.50 ALL 

NATHANIEL MOST ALL MOST 11.30- 1.30   

KEASTON ALL ALL MOST 11.40-12.20   

MARWIN ALL ALL MOST RESTED   

SAMIK MOST ALL MOST 12.15-12.30   

YOONU ALL ALL MOST 11.40-12.40   

XIN YAN away   

              

UV Rating  Sun protection recommended from 9:40 am to 1:40 pm   
Morning 
Tea   FRUIT PLATTER AND RICE CRACKERS 

Alternate lunch vegetarian curry and rice 

Lunch Sausage Curry and Rice 

Alternate AF tea Muffin and vegetable sticks 
Afternoon 
tea   cruskits and vegetable sticks 


